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THE MASTER PLAN
REVENGE IS BEST SERVED WITH DYNAMITE

DIRECTED BY
Alain Darborg

SCRIPT BY
Piotr Marciniak
Alain Darborg

PRODUCED BY
Fredrik Wikström Nicastro

CAST
Simon J Berger
Alexander Karim
Torkel Petersson
Susanne Thorson

FACTS
Stills Photographer: Niklas Maupoix

ORIGINAL TITLE:
Jönssonligan - Den perfekta stöten
GENRE:
Heist
COUNTRY / LANGUAGE:
Sweden/Swedish

SYNOPSIS:
When his mentor and best friend is murdered, Charles
creates a master plan for revenge. With the help of vain
conman Vanheden, depressed explosives expert Harry, and
the locked-up escape artist Rocky, he and this perfectly odd
crew perform the ultimate heist.

The Master Plan is a combination of an entertaining Nordic
Noir and classic comedy heist feature where a dedicated
team of conmen laugh all the way through revenge.

FIRST RELEASE:
January 16, 2015
SOUND:
5.1
FORMAT:
1:1,85
DURATION:
95 min

DIRECTOR - ALAIN DARBORG
Alain Darborg, born 1981, He directed the successful thriller comedy show and
Inkognito in 2013 as well as the comedy show Högklackat in 2011. The Master
Plan is his feature debut.

CREDITS NOT CONTRACTUAL

Director’s Comment
“I’ve always dreamt about making a Heist film. According to me it’s the ultimate
movie experience. It contains excitement, cool characters, smart plans and humor.
The Master Plan was my opportunity to fulfil my dream.
Besides creating an intriguing plot my goal was to get the characters just right.
They are the ones drawing the audience in emotionally, wishing they could be like
them and hang out with them. I focused on the dynamics between our main characters and the actors carried it out perfectly when adapting the classic characters
making them their own. It’s been a crazy and fun journey and I’m now looking
forward to having the audience buckle up their seatbelts and enjoy the ride as
much as I did creating this movie.”
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